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By the time drought becomes a
mainstream issue, resulting in a
political imperative to be seen to be
doing something, it is almost always
at the late stage where emergency
measures are required for people who
are in desperate need.
It is a sad reality that desperation sells,
creating a ripe market for hysterical
media coverage demanding support for
farms and rural communities in crisis.
Of course, no-one is going to argue
against helping those in need and
indeed the generous Australian spirit
has resulted in significant contributions
to charity and strong support for

Rural voters shouting into
a tin ear
government funding allocations. But
does this familiar cycle of crisis/
hysteria/panicked reaction result in
fewer people in crisis when the next
drought hits? Almost certainly not.
Droughts are an expected feature
of the Australian climate, yet until
very recently policy that provided
support for affected farmers was
based on the idea that droughts were
exceptions to the norm. The policy
paradigm upheld that droughts were
unanticipated, and that exceptional
circumstances provisions should be
provided to help farmers through these
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difficult and unpredictable periods.
In 2013 the policy framework built
around exceptional circumstances
declarations was removed in favour
of a suite of measures that encouraged
preparedness. Unfortunately, the policy
response to severe drought periods still
seems to carry the baggage of times
past; ie short-term measures designed
in a hurry, some would say almost in
surprise, as a response to inevitable
events.
Climate change is a reality that should
be fundamentally changing the way
drought policy is developed. One of
the most significant aspects of climate
change-related impact on Australian
agriculture is not that there will be
more droughts, but that the ability to
recover from droughts is going to be
much more difficult due to increased
climate extremes. Historically
Australia has experienced relatively
long and benign inter-drought periods
during which financial equity and
natural capital lost during drought
could be rebuilt. What climate change
science tells us is not just that these
inter-drought periods will be shorter,
but also that those periods will be
subject to more extreme weather
events such as floods, frost and
heatwaves.

helpful and reinforces the dangerous
attitude that absence of water is
an anomaly. Drought policy will
never make it rain, but it can enable
acceleration of existing research to
develop farm practices and technology
which can make better use of the rain
that does fall.
There has not been enough attention
paid during the current drought to the
incredible recent improvements in
farming practice, resulting in crops
being grown and pasture maintained
under circumstances that not too long
ago would have seemed completely
impossible.
Barley yields of three tonnes per
hectare achieved with less than
25 millimetres of rain (Figure 1) are
an indication of Australia’s world
leading research and development for
resilient farming systems. Results like
this are also a demonstration of the
quiet resolve of Australian farmers to
get on with implementing solutions to
their very real and direct exposure to
climate change disruption.

Climate change has already had a
significant impact on the productive
potential of Australian agriculture. A
CSIRO study from 20171 estimated
that there had been a 27% decline in
the water limited yield potential of
the Australian wheat crop. The fact
that this potential decline has not been
expressed in actual yields is due to a
correspondingly larger increase in the
efficiency of using the water that is
available. This efficiency dividend has
been delivered through better genetics
and better farming practices, and is
further evidence of the importance
of research and development for
farm practice resilience. Pasture
management has also experienced
massive advancements in technology,
such as monitoring ground cover
and decision support for stocking
levels and nutrition. Practices such as
drought lotting2 have resulted in far
less degradation to the environment
than previous long-term droughts.
1 https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/
gcb.13604
2 https://www.mla.com.au/news-and-events/
industry-news/getting-drought-lots-right/

Policy based on preparedness is a
good idea. However, what complete
preparedness policy needs to entail is
confidence through the provision of
tools and research which not just allow
for, but actively encourage preparation.
The remainder of this article explores
two areas of agricultural policy
which are critical to expectations
of preparedness as a viable policy
response to drought.

Farming resilience
The first step in a complete drought
policy package is to provide the tools
and methods for farm practices to
be more resilient. Too often we hear
words that are meant to give hope to
drought-affected farmers along the
lines of ‘there’s so much potential
here, we just need to add water’. While
well-intentioned, this response is not

Figure 1:	Exceptional yields for less than 25 mm rain.
Source:
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A focus on healthy soils, championed
by organisations such as Soils for
Life,3 is resulting in improved
landscapes that are better at storing
decreasing rainfall and making that
moisture available to more nutritious
pastures.

Accelerated research into resilient
farming systems that anticipate
disruptive impacts on farming systems
due to climate change must be a part of
any long-term drought measures, along
with incentivisation of sometimescostly shifts to these systems.
Australian agriculture is getting on
with implementing practices suitable
for a changing and variable climate,
regardless of the prevailing policy
environment. However, there will
always be occasional extended periods
of severe drought or other extreme
weather events which compromise or
quash even the most resilient farming
system’s ability to provide sufficient
income for business survival. For these
occasions a more mature market for
financial risk management is required.

Financial resilience
Financial risk management for
Australian agriculture has by default
evolved to be relatively conservative.
A high level of production and market
risk, combined with minimal levels
of government support and lack of
3 http://www.soilsforlife.org.au/home/index.html
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It is important to acknowledge,
however, that many practices which
improve environmental resilience
(such as destocking to preserve
ground cover) also come with
significant implications for farm
businesses. Making early decisions
to adjust stocking rates to anticipate
conditions has a positive effect on
the environment, but results in lumpy
cash flow and uncertain future income.
Preservation of natural capital does
have an ultimate long-term financial
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productive landscapes, but policy must
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without income.
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Figure 2: Farm Business Equity.
Source:
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diverse financial risk management
options, has meant that a strong
balance sheet and spare borrowing
capacity have been the most reliable
way to buffer against inevitable
downturns.
The equity level for Australian farm
businesses for all sectors has averaged
about 88% since 1990,4 a relatively
high level compared to other sectors of
the economy.
Although relying on strong balance
sheets can be limiting for capacity to
invest in innovation and is a barrier
for new entrants, nonetheless it is
a sensible and responsible way of
guaranteeing financial security in the
absence of alternative risk mitigation
options. However, this strategy relies
on the capacity to confidently rebuild
equity between downturns and this
is once again where climate change
disruption will have an impact.
Climate change will lead to more
extremes impacting on production.
Droughts will be more severe and
periods between droughts will
experience other extreme weather
events such as floods, frosts and
heatwaves. Variability in income
directly related to weather impact will
increase, meaning that the capacity
to confidently protect equity will
diminish.
4

There is an alternative option that
already exists in many other countries:
the availability of a greater range of
financial risk mitigation products
to help smooth income and provide
business security. Multi-peril crop
insurance (MPCI) is the product
most people think of in this category,
however there are other risk mitigation
products such as income insurance and
weather derivatives that also provide
options to manage risk beyond the
cropping industry – and for a wider
range of income-impacting events.
So why aren’t these products used
more widely in Australia? There have
been multiple attempts to establish
MPCI markets in Australia, although
the history of discontinued efforts
to create such a market over the
past 20 years demonstrates that the
domestic MPCI market has existed in a
perpetual state of market failure.5
The next question then becomes
whether the Federal Government has a
role in helping to resolve that market
failure; particularly if Government
drought policy relies on preparedness,
and financial preparedness will be
enhanced by greater availability of
these products.
5 http://www.farminstitute.org.au/BlogRetrieve.
aspx?PostID=709582&A=SearchResult&Sear
chID=9836316&ObjectID=709582&ObjectTy
pe=55

http://apps.daff.gov.au/agsurf/
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There are several potential reasons
for reluctance from our Government
(and from some within the sector) to
address market failure in agricultural
financial risk management. The first
is that – based on evidence from
overseas – once governments step in
to support the establishment of such
markets it becomes extremely difficult
to extract themselves without triggering
substantial market disruption. A second
area for concern is that consequences of
limiting risk in agricultural production
can include increased land prices and
the removal of market indicators for
inherent risk in production.
Both of these concerns can be
overcome with the right structures and
support mechanisms.
Currently insurers need to transfer
risk for income protection products by
setting premiums at levels adequate
to cover infrequent and severe events.
This means that premiums remain
high, uptake remains low and so
the market remains immature. If
reinsurers’ risk could be capped at
a predetermined level, the premium
would not need to include the cost of
those events. Government funds could
be used through a stop-loss mechanism
to provide this cap. A stop-loss
guarantee such as this in its simplest
terms would mean that under defined
worst-case scenarios the Government
would act as the reinsurer.

By providing a stop-loss guarantee
which reduces as the premium pool
increases, the Government would
only be committed to support until the
market matures. When the market is
mature, large premium pools collected
from across Australia and multiple
agricultural sectors would distribute
risk and keep farm-level premiums at
manageable levels.
A stop-loss approach, compared to
direct subsidisation of premiums
as happens overseas, is more costeffective and allows an open and
competitive framework within which
the market could drive demand and
determine the best products and
approaches. Given that the stop-loss
would only be called on following
infrequent and severe events, the cost
to Government would be directly
comparable to (and could indeed
replace) the existing short-term
drought funding currently provided.
An open market for financial risk
management products would also
retain market signals that reflect
inherent production risk, ie riskier
production regions would have a
higher proportional cost of insurance,
minimising inflationary risk to land
prices.

Conclusion
Being prepared for and resilient to
drought is a necessity in Australian
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agriculture. Avoiding drought-induced
farm business financial crises – with
all the flow-on effects to communities,
mental health and the wider economy
– must be the aim of responsible
Government policy. But simply
saying that farm businesses ‘should be
prepared’ without providing the tools
and conditions to allow for preparation
is not only disingenuous but also
irresponsible, and will not reduce the
number of people suffering hardship
each time there is a drought.
We can already learn a lot from those
who are implementing resilient farm
practices to maintain production while
sustaining the environment through this
drought. Climate change science tells us
that droughts like this current one will
become more common. Researching
the practices that are working in this
scenario and providing appropriate
resourcing to extend and adopt those
practices rapidly and extensively are
an absolute minimum for legitimate
drought preparedness policy.
Financial resilience policy to sustain
increasingly variable weather impacted
income must also be part of a full suite
of preparedness measures. Government
must acknowledge that there has
been market failure in the provision
of income insurance products for
agriculture and provide the assistance
required to bring this market to
maturity.
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Drought resilience and preparedness

Pete Mailler

Michael McCormack

Goondiwindi grain and cattle producer

Leader of The Nationals and Deputy Prime Minister

Q1.	How should climate change
alter the way we address
drought policy?
Pete Mailler
As a nation, Australia needs to realise
that agriculture is a social imperative
as well as a business. As such, we must
develop policies that acknowledge its
unique and strategic importance. We
don’t need a drought policy so much
as we need a policy that mitigates the
inevitable suite of increasingly hostile
hot, dry and wet weather disruptions
which climate change will deliver.
There is a high degree of scientific
consensus indicating climate change
will increase disruptions to food
production and supply chains globally
over time, as the frequency and
intensity of drought events is highly
likely to increase. Australian policies
need to consider threats to global food
security from a changing climate.
Arguably one of the more significant
impacts of drought is the residual
compromise to productive capacity
of the landscape. The impact of a
drought event depends a lot on the
preceding conditions. Compromised
production systems subject to frequent
drought suffer cumulative impacts and
the entire system is at risk of failure
from increasing heat and dry. Policies

that facilitate earlier interventions
are needed to ensure shorter recovery
periods coming out of drought,
to underpin the resilience of the
agricultural sector in Australia.

Michael McCormack
The Federal Government’s drought
policy approach has always understood
and acknowledged the continual need
to manage the complex social and
economic realities of the climate in a
pragmatic way.
This is always evolving and The
Nationals – more than most – are
acutely aware of this priority because
we live with the everyday challenges
of the vagaries of the weather,
alongside the farmers, families, farm
businesses and communities we
represent.
We’ve been getting on with the job of
addressing the real issues and taking
positive action to provide considered
and measured relief. Our sensible
response has been driven by high
level attention and action, from the
Prime Minister through to all levels of
Government.
We’ve engaged in a consistent and
pragmatic conversation with farmers
and key stakeholders about the specific
tools they need to manage the multiple,
diverse challenges Mother Nature

throws at them; not just this season but
well into the future.
Whether this is another tough season
that’s too wet or too dry, the key to
success is giving farmers the backing
they need to mitigate the many risks
they face – many of which are beyond
their control – to remain profitable and
sustainable.

Q2.	What sort of policy measures
could make farm businesses
more resilient?
Pete Mailler
In the short term there is an urgent
need to intervene to stabilise the social
structure of regional Australia and
retain human capital in agriculture.
The people most affected by
disruptions to income are those with
debt. The best way to keep people on
farms and in the bush immediately is
to reimplement an interest rate subsidy
for as long as the current drought
impact persists.
The lack of any implemented coherent
or proactive drought mitigation
policies in the past decade that would
have meaningfully incentivised better
management, and thus improved
resilience, means the justification to
reject broad, untargeted subsidies in
response to this drought is moot. The

►
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economic rationalists won’t agree, but
they should have done a better job of
presenting and implementing better
policy solutions when there was time.

systems and are inherently better at
managing environmental/climate
disruptions and reducing recovery
times.

difference by maintaining an ongoing
dialogue with our farmers to produce
a responsible and practical policy
response to drought.

In the long term there are far better
strategies to deploy.

Michael McCormack
Maintaining the bipartisanship which
has underpinned recent reforms
is critical to advancing drought
policy – when our farmers are doing
it tough, they want a hand-up from
governments, not a hand-out.

Q3.	What practical measures
could make farming practice
and systems more resilient?

Australia should consider the
implementation of a food security levy
on all food sold through supermarkets
immediately. This levy should apply
equally on imported and Australian
produce, fresh and processed.
This money should be collected
and quarantined to fund necessary
strategic and tactical responses,
including underwriting comprehensive
insurances, to mitigate inevitable
future disruptions to agriculture that
are beyond the reasonable ability of a
small business to mitigate internally.
Maximising returns in every season
is the key to underpinning resilience
in tough seasons. Agricultural supply
chains are adversarial and there is
an extraordinary concentration of
market power creating asymmetry that
unfairly limits transparency and fair
price discovery. This must be fixed.
Access to and cost of capital are
significant issues for agricultural
resilience.

• Secure tenure should be regarded

as bankable security to increase
tenancy terms, decouple land
ownership and production
businesses and facilitate new
entrants into agriculture.
• Government co-lending models
could mitigate perceived credit risk
to reduce risk margins and reduce
costs of capital.
• Performance-based lending
products like the original HECSstyle lending models could remove
short-term cash flow pressures
from income disruption. (These
products should be conditional on
management parameters.)
The primary focus of these policies
is to remove short-term financial
pressures that often compromise the
long-term management strategies
which underpin sustainable production

A prime example of this pragmatic
support is the long-running research
conducted by Rural Research and
Development Corporations which
includes exploring initiatives such as
new varieties of drought tolerant or
frost resistant crops.
Following a Productivity Commission
review in 2009, a national reform
process ultimately removed
Exceptional Circumstances policy
and placed greater focus on drought
preparedness and resilience.
One of the core planks was shifting
away from the farm sector’s reliance
on Government subsidies, which
exerted artificial influence on
agricultural markets and prolonged
tough decisions by farmers in areas
perceived to be exposed to greater
risks of a changing climate.
These changes saw the Farm
Household Allowance scheme
introduced. The Agricultural
Competitiveness White Paper
delivered in 2015 included funding
to build water infrastructure to boost
agricultural production and help
drought-proof communities. This
Government has committed almost
$2.6 billion to assist the states and
territories to undertake major water
infrastructure projects. The White
Paper also provided new funds to
improve seasonal forecasting tools and
the assessment of a potential MultiPeril Crop Insurance scheme to help
farmers mitigate production risks.
While Government can’t make it rain,
or predict the weather 100% accurately
next season or 50 years into the
future, we can certainly make a real
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Pete Mailler
Frequently the debate that impedes
practice change in agriculture is the
same as the current policy paralysis
around climate change. Conservative
thinking irrationally declares that we
can’t afford an obviously essential
transition to a new system, when the
evidence proves that we simply can’t
afford not to transition to new systems.
Agriculture has become a low-return,
high-risk business and climate change
science indicates increasing risks.
Practical solutions must improve
returns and reduce risks.
There are few if any step changes in
production technology that we aren’t
yet aware of as an industry and that
haven’t been, or aren’t being, taken up
across the sector.
Perhaps the biggest unrealised
opportunity lies in the rapid uptake of
renewable energy generation. State
and federal policy settings are stifling
investment opportunities that provide
an alternative income and/or directly
reduce energy costs for regional
business and communities alike.
In the end though, it doesn’t matter
how good a farmer you are if it just
doesn’t rain enough.

Michael McCormack
In response to the current drought, one
of the worst on record in some parts
of Queensland and NSW, the Federal
Liberal and Nationals’ Government
has provided additional $1.8 billion
funding in recent months to support
farmers and farming communities.
This funding has provided immediate
relief while building on the existing
suite of drought resilience and
preparedness measures. For example;
red tape has been cut to improve Farm
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Household Allowance delivery; Rural
Financial Counselling Service officers
and mental health services have been
bolstered; additional funding has gone
to local infrastructure projects through
the Drought Communities Program;
and National Drought Coordinator
Major General Stephen Day was
appointed to work across various
agencies and stakeholder groups to
enhance targeted support.
Delivery of low-interest drought
support loans has been improved
through the Regional Investment
Corporation and popular taxation
measures have also been enhanced
or extended – such as instant asset
write-offs for farm assets and Farm
Management Deposits – to strengthen
preparedness and resilience.
At the recent Canberra Drought
Summit, the Federal Government
also revealed the $5 billion Future
Drought Fund which will have a strong
focus on strategic water infrastructure
projects. This investment will put
money away for a non-rainy day,
which we know happens all too
regularly.
Another $15 million was announced
for the Regional Drought Communities
Small Grants Program to be managed
by the Foundation for Rural &
Regional Renewal. State and territory
governments have also been invited
to apply for a share of $72 million
in water infrastructure funding for
drought-affected regions.
A Drought Finance Taskforce has also
been established to examine ways to
provide further financial support for
farmers and small businesses and share
critical information more effectively.

Q4.	What’s standing in the way of
better drought preparedness
policy?
Pete Mailler
Policy development in Australia is
impeded by political complacency and
a wilful ignorance around the central
importance of agriculture, which is out
of step with the rest of the world.

Agriculture is the cornerstone of
every civilisation, essential not only to
Australian domestic capacity but also
to the geopolitical stability of the entire
region, and it should be recognised as
such both socially and politically. Food
security is not an abstract concept:
history is littered with examples of
massive social destabilisation due
to agricultural failure. More people
died of starvation after WW2 than the
combined death toll during hostilities;
an estimated 45 million people
starved in China after the communist
revolution, and the ongoing Syrian
civil war (our first ‘climate war’) has
been largely caused by drought-driven
migration.
Our political leaders need to look
beyond media approval and the next
election cycle to plan brave, long-term
policies that may be unpopular but will
ensure a food-secure future.

Michael McCormack
Farmers are our best environmentalists
and use every drop of water
responsibly and maximise its benefits,
and they are among the most adaptive
to innovations and technology of all
industries in our country.
In this ongoing conversation about
drought policy measures, farmers,
farm leaders and experts are clearly
saying they don’t want Government
interfering needlessly in their
businesses, no matter how well
intended that help may be.

debate and farmers being lectured to
by a Labor and Greens Government;
despite their ingrained, natural
expertise.
Farmers don’t need and should not be
told where they can farm, what they
can farm and how they should farm.
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cattle producer from Goondiwindi. He
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of the Australian Rural Leadership
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becoming the Leader of The Nationals
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Therefore the Government’s drought
policy response must always strike
the right balance, to ensure there are
no unintended consequences of their
actions; especially on land values
which ultimately underpin all farming
operations.
One farmer’s drought is another’s
profit opportunity and seasonal
fluctuation risks are best managed
by those who can bank some money
during the good seasons and invest
wisely, to ensure they survive the bad
ones which will inevitably arrive.
What we don’t want to see happen
is bad policy driven by misinformed
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Rural voters shouting into a tin ear
Katie McRobert
If Canberra-based MPs had a book
club, it’s easy to guess what would top
their current reading list.
In Rusted Off, former press gallery
journalist Gabrielle Chan holds a
Harden-ed country town lens up to
national politics and brings into sharp
focus the reasons formerly rusted-on
country voters are deserting major
parties.
Her suggestions are supported by polls
and electoral incidents of the past five
years which reflect an increasingly
vocal dissonance between grassroots
concerns and federal policy. In fact,
one could easily replace ‘rusted’ in the
book’s title with a less family-friendly
adjective.
In short, the divide in this case is
not between city and country but
between voters on the ground and
their representatives encased in the
‘Canberra bubble’.
Dr Tim Battin from the University
of New England noted a distinction
between political apathy and
disengagement after the 2013 federal
election.
A study conducted by the Australian
National University and the Social
Research Centre in 2014 found
that almost 20% of eligible voters
effectively opted out by not enrolling,
not showing up to vote or by voting
informally. In response to the study,
Dr Battin said these people tended to
be younger, poorer, outer-metropolitan
and rural – but not apathetic.
‘To be disenchanted with political
options is not to be apathetic, it’s to
take a conscious decision that the
system is failing,’ Dr Battin told the
ABC.
This disconnect has often played out
in issues of great import to agriculture.
Labor’s tin ear on live exports is
matched by the Coalition’s confusion
on the National Energy Guarantee.

The divide between the rural sector
and the ruling sector is exemplified
by the climate change debate. Despite
very strong consensus amongst climate
expert scientists1 that the current rate
of climate change is anthropogenic
and a groundswell of regional concern
on the issue, the Coalition remains
mystifyingly ambiguous on related
policy.
Ousted Prime Minister Malcolm
Turnbull said emissions and climate
policy have the same problem within
the government: ‘bitterly entrenched
views that are … more ideological
views than views based in engineering
and economics’, let alone reflective of
community concerns.
Deputy Prime Minister and Nationals
leader Michael McCormack has
said: ‘I’m a believer that the climate
is always changing, and it’s been
changing since Moses was a boy.’2
Prime Minister and Liberal leader Scott
Morrison – who as Treasurer brought a
lump of coal into Parliament to mock
the Opposition’s stance on coal-fired
power – recently disregarded the
1 https://www.forbes.com/sites/
uhenergy/2016/12/14/fact-checking-the97-consensus-on-anthropogenic-climatechange/#d8ec31111576
2 https://www.theguardian.com/
environment/2018/jun/06/national-partycomments-on-drought-and-climate-adisservice-to-farmers
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Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change’s call for the international
community to phase out coal by 2050
in order to contain temperature rises.
Agriculture Minister David Littleproud
has bucked the Coalition trend to
concur that the climate is changing, and
that agriculture needs to be on the front
foot.
When ministers and representatives
from Australia and New Zealand
met in Brisbane this April for the
Agriculture Ministers’ Forum led by
Mr Littleproud, they agreed to develop
a nationally coordinated approach to
support the agriculture sector to adapt
to climate change.3
But perhaps this speaks more to
backing a trend than bucking one.
Spurred by a growing frustration with
the pace of progress on climate action
in Australia, a group of producers
formed the Farmers for Climate Action
(FCA) group in mid-2015. In just three
years the organisation has expanded
from ‘a few hundred farmers’ to more
than 25,000 supporters. FCA recently
called on all Australian governments
to commit to a long-term National
Strategy for Climate-Smart Agriculture
and Food Security.
3 http://www.agriculture.gov.au/about/mediacentre/communiques/ag-ministers-forumapril-2018
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In the foreword for the recentlyreleased Rural Futures Report,4 FCA
Chair Lucinda Corrigan wrote: ‘With
a dearth of political leadership at the
highest levels, this report seeks to
stimulate debate about the type of
future regional Australia wants to see.’
Ms Chan also reported recently in The
Guardian about a ‘nascent political
movement’ in NSW called Anyone But
Nats funded by businessman Charles
Tym, who said the National Party’s
position (or lack thereof) on climate
change tipped him over the edge.
‘(They) turn their backs when a lot of
rural people are very concerned about
climate change … and it’s just not good
enough,’ he said.
This heightened level of dissatisfaction
and absence of ideology in government
are not merely fodder for smoko chats
4 https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/
farmersforclimateaction/pages/1262/
attachments/original/1539641083/FCA_Rural_
Futures_Taskforce_A4_Report_v04_SCREEN.
pdf?1539641083

or pub debates. Ms Chan notes that
when the parliament fails to reflect the
people it serves, it is bound to increase
the actual and perceived divide
between served and serving.
The Australian political landscape
now hosts a permanent campaign,5 in
which participants continuously utilise
the mechanisms of politics for the
goal of re-election, rather than seeking
election as the means of achieving
political goals. This divide degrades
our democracy and is already leading
to the implementation of policies and
allocation of resources contrary to the
wishes of the electorate.
How can this be addressed?
Responsibility to listen must lie
with the elected representatives, but
power to create change lies with
the electorate. As Ms Chan writes
in Rusted Off: ‘Country voters are
one fright away from determining
governments.’
5 https://www.aei.org/publication/the-permanentcampaign-and-its-future/
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Evidence and emotion: a new way forward
for agriculture
Katie McRobert
In today’s information-heavy society,
the agriculture sector is dealing with a
juxtaposition of facts and feelings that
could have serious consequences for
its social licence to operate.
Many of today’s agricultural policy
issues are inherently emotive. Animal
welfare in the live export industry and
the environmental impacts of land
clearing or chemical use are examples
of issues that elicit impassioned
responses based on core beliefs – and
also attract regulation which could be
adverse or terminal for the industries
involved. Ideally such regulation with
the potential to seriously reshape
farming practice would be based on
evidence rather than belief, but this is
not the political landscape producers
must navigate today.

In addition, research shows consumers
do trust farmers1 but mistrust some
farming practices – and definitely
mistrust the large corporations in the
food and fibre supply chain.2
The imbalance between consumer
perceptions and the reality of
modern farming practice and
the need to create best-practice
evidence-based agricultural policy
for Australian farmers were the focus
of the Institute’s annual Australian
Agriculture Roundtable.
The Roundtable was held in Canberra
this year to coincide with the National
Farmers’ Federation Congress and
a week-long series of ag and rural

events. On 16 October, more than 160
delegates attended the ‘Evidence Meets
Emotion’ Roundtable at the National
Gallery of Australia. The day’s sessions
on animal welfare, environmental
policy, community trust and
agricultural statistics were followed by
an evening forum on the right to farm.
While no ‘silver bullets’ were
proffered, some clear points for further
development emerged. An overarching
theme from all sessions was the
establishment of trust in an era of
‘truth decay’.

1 http://www.coxinall.com.au/the-power-of-ourtrust-in-farmers/

The Rand Corporation is conducting
an ongoing project investigating the
diminishing role of facts in public
life. Rand notes four defining trends
of the ‘truth decay’ phenomenon3

2 https://www.agweb.com/article/do-consumerstrust-farmers-naa-greg-henderson/

3 https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_briefs/
RB10002.html
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which characterise modern discourse:
increasing disagreement about facts
and analytical interpretations of facts
and data; a blurring of the line between
opinion and fact; the increasing
relative volume and resulting influence
of opinion and personal experience
over fact, and a declining trust in
formerly respected sources of facts.
Some of the key drivers of truth decay,
such as cognitive biases, the rise of
social media and other changes to
the information environment, were
covered by speakers at the Roundtable.
Keynote speaker Bernie Hobbs opened
the event with a presentation on ‘When
facts aren’t enough: communicating
science in an emotional landscape’. Ms
Hobbs noted that entrenched bias is
hard to sway, and that data or evidence
alone will not ‘rearrange people’s
thinking overnight’. Evidence needs
to be communicated in a way that
resonates with the recipient.4
‘The plural of anecdote isn’t data – and
it doesn’t need to be,’ she said. ‘Our
brains are hardwired for story, and the
more emotional the more it sticks.’
This point was reinforced by several
speakers, including Professor Rachel
Ankeny (University of Adelaide),
Ross Hampton (CEO Australian Forest
Products Association) and Deanna
Lush, winner of the 2018 John Ralph
Essay competition.
Ms Lush noted in both her presentation
and essay that shared values have
been found by the US Centre for Food
Integrity to be three to five times
more important in building trust than
demonstrated technical ability or
science.5
‘Traditionally, Australian agriculture’s
approach to building trust has been
embedded in science and data; that is,
“give people more data and they will
come to our side of the argument”,’
she said.
‘But if they don’t, we give them more
research, more data and the cycle ►
4 http://farminstitute.org.au/LiteratureRetrieve.
aspx?ID=163923
5 http://farminstitute.org.au/news-and-events/
FPJ_Summer2018_JRC_Winner2.pdf

As a graphic recorder, Jessamy Gee
from Think in Colour has a unique
skill set in listening, synthesising and
capturing information. Jessamy made
visual notes on whiteboards during
each of the Roundtable sessions to
illustrate the speakers’ key messages,
which she later transcribed into these
infographics.
The graphics can be downloaded via
these links:

• Keynote – Bernie Hobbs:

http://farminstitute.org.au/
LiteratureRetrieve.aspx?ID=164064

• Animal Welfare:

http://farminstitute.org.au/
LiteratureRetrieve.aspx?ID=164065

• Community Trust:

http://farminstitute.org.au/
LiteratureRetrieve.aspx?ID=164066

• Environmental Policy:

http://farminstitute.org.au/
LiteratureRetrieve.aspx?ID=164067

• Agricultural Statistics:

http://farminstitute.org.au/
LiteratureRetrieve.aspx?ID=164068
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repeats. (But) what consumers really
want to know is: can I still count on
you to do what is right?’
Professor Ankeny pointed out that trust
is both powerful and dangerous: that
is, if there was no risk involved in an
activity, trust would not be required.6
Mr Hampton discussed managing
the cognitive dissonance between
what people think is acceptable (eg
not cutting down trees) and what is
important (eg utilising a renewable
resource) by finding shared values – in
this case, sustainability.7
6 http://farminstitute.org.au/LiteratureRetrieve.
aspx?ID=163928
7 http://farminstitute.org.au/LiteratureRetrieve.
aspx?ID=163935

A strong message from the speakers
was that industry credibility comes
from transparency and authenticity.
However, this credibility must be
evidence-based – and the session
on agricultural statistics underlined
the point that at present Australian
agriculture is short on the data needed
to back up ‘feelings’ about farm
practice and outcomes.

and disruptive. It is great to see the
amount of work currently happening
to understand and address this in
Australian agriculture as we cannot
sit on our hands or rely on outdated
tactics.’

In the feedback survey, one delegate
welcomed the focus on evidence-based
strategies for addressing trust:

If the agriculture industry does not
address this dissonance it risks losing
its social licence to operate freely,
which jeopardises the viability of
Australia’s vibrant rural communities –
and ultimately our food security.

‘Naturally, I am concerned about
engaging emotive activists who
admittedly are well-meaning most
of the time but are often destructive
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There is a clear need for consumers
and producers to engage in authentic,
factual conversations without bias or
agenda to identify common ground.

In the pipeline – upcoming research 13

De-risking Australian agriculture
Anne Laurie
With a growing consensus that
climate change is contributing to
more frequent and intense drought
periods, support has strengthened to
put a long-term, whole-of-agriculture,
whole-of-government drought strategy
on the national agenda.
In light of the recent push for drought
policy reform, the way Australian
agriculture manages risk is a pertinent
discussion point. In the absence of
well-established risk management
systems, Australian producers are
more exposed to the impacts of
frequent drought periods, which can
compromise production systems and
disrupt food supply chains globally.
The AFI is currently conducting very
timely research into risk management
systems in Australian agriculture,
focused on two broad avenues of
inquiry. By sourcing available timeseries data across commodity sectors,
the research seeks to understand the
nature of risks faced by Australian
farmers and focuses on quantifying
the impact of market, seasonal or
institutional factors on the total risk
profile of a farm business.
The work also aims to identify risk
management options available on
commodity-by-commodity basis and
to assess the adequacy of the options
through establishment of a risk option
evaluation framework.
While the research is not yet complete,
there have been several learnings from
the work to date.
It is evident that building resilience
and facilitating early intervention is a
preferable long-term policy strategy
rather than direct support measures.
This will involve a strategy that
includes a range of Government and
industry initiatives, affordable income
insurance options, provision of weather
derivatives and other financial tools.
Previous Australian Government
drought policy has received criticism
for crowding out the development
of commercial agricultural risk
management options. Dismantling

the ‘exceptional circumstances’
drought policy created expectations
that the commercial provision of
risk management tools would be
stimulated, however this market is still
far from successful.
On the commercial front, the current
product offering is diverse with many
options developed and offered across
sectors. However, development of a
well-functioning, mature commercial
market for risk management tools does
not seem possible without Government
incentivisation.
The insurance industry has offered
traditional named peril products for
decades. Such products have a strong
take-up rate, upwards of 75% across
Australian agriculture for hail and
fire insurance. The multi-peril crop
insurance (MPCI) market is still in
its infancy. With only a few MPCI
products on the market to date, uptake
is limited at best. High premium costs
have been cited as one of the leading
reasons why MPCI has not been more
widely adopted. An MPCI rebate
scheme was rolled out in 2016 offering
eligible Australian farmers $2500
rebates for the upfront costs of applying
for and securing the insurance.
However only 69 farmers had claimed
the rebates by 30 June 2018.
A 2000 study by the Federal
Government MPCI taskforce
investigating the feasibility of
introducing an MPCI product for
wheat and barley concluded that
to enable market development
Government must participate in
subsidising premiums or providing
reinsurance provisions in event of
catastrophe.1
Almost every country which has
established a mature market for MPCI
(eg the US, Spain and Turkey) has
done so with some level of government
involvement.

useful method to hedge climate risk,
such as CelsiusPro who offer weather
certificates based on weather indexes
derived from measurement at official
weather stations. Their commercial
availability demonstrates feasibility
but the practicality of such products
is more unclear in regards to the high
level of basis risk involved.2
More sophisticated financial risk
management products such as futures
and forwards have proven to be
effective in mitigating and managing
market risk. Current trade activity is
variable across commodity sectors.
The grains industry has a suite of
grain marketing tools, including an
active futures market which acts as an
important price discovery mechanism.
There are strong uptake rates in both
the livestock and industrial cropping
industries, with futures and forwards
contracts available for the beef cattle
and sheep and trade lamb sectors. To
date, uptake has been concentrated to a
small number of large corporate style
farms who have the capacity to pursue
financial innovation. Ultimately, the
suitability of futures contracts lies
with financial capacity and technical
competence.
The research will form
recommendations for industry and
Government to consider in improving
the effectiveness of risk management
systems in Australian agriculture.
Aside from the role of Government
in providing some form of temporary
incentivisation to establish commercial
risk management product markets,
themes have emerged from the work
around the provision of underlying
infrastructure requirements and
addressing data limitations.

Index-based insurance products are
very common internationally but
have limited availability in Australia.
Weather derivatives have provided a

Farming in Australia is always risky
and increasing climate volatility makes
this worse. The AFI’s research on risk
management in Australian agriculture
aims to provide evidence to inform
robust risk management policy,
including drought resilience policy, to
strengthen the industry and maintain
its viability.

1 Hertzler, G., Bowe, R., Barnett, R. & Cameron,
D. (2003, January). Final Report: Multi-Peril
Crop Insurance Taskforce.

2 Simmons, P., Edwards, M. & Byrne, J. (2007).
Willingness to Pay for Weather Derivatives by
Australian Wheat Farmers.
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Australian farm policy news
Kate Trotter

Drought summit promises
new funding source
In October the Federal Government
convened a summit to unite national
efforts in coordinating action to
support drought-affected farmers and
regional and remote communities.
January to September rainfall in 2018
has been the second lowest recorded
since 1900 for the Murray-Darling
Basin, and September rainfall was the
lowest ever recorded nationally.
‘There is an obvious and urgent need
to provide emergency measures (and)
responding to the immediate issues
will understandably be the focus of
the summit, however if participants
abdicate their responsibility to also
genuinely address better frameworks
for long-term preparedness and
resilience then the exercise will be
a failure,’ AFI Executive Director
Richard Heath said.
At the National Farmers’ Federation
Congress in mid-October, Prime
Minister Scott Morrison listed three
major priorities for drought policy:
immediate relief measures, social and
economic recovery and planning for
long-term resilience. At the National
Drought Summit on 26 October the
Future Drought Fund was unveiled,
with an initial allocation of $3.9 billion
to grow to $5 billion by 2028. From
2020, $100 million will be budgeted for
‘long-term drought resilience works’.
Participants at the summit also
received updates from the Bureau
of Meteorology and the Australian
Bureau of Agricultural and Resource
Economics and Sciences1 which
indicated the current drought, while
severe in some regions, is affecting a
smaller area than the 2002–03 drought,
and that farm incomes are on track
to be less affected than in previous
droughts.
During the National Drought Summit
there was no announcement on a
1 http://www.agriculture.gov.au/abares/
Documents/abares-insights-analysis-2018drought.pdf

national drought policy, but it was
agreed that ‘it was critical that
governments plan for the future, given
that droughts are part of Australia’s
landscape’. The Prime Minister,
Premiers and Chief Ministers agreed
to discuss a new agreement on drought
reform at the Council of Australian
Governments meeting in December.

Moss review recommends
live ex ‘reset’
The much-anticipated Moss Review2
into live animal export regulation
released at the end of October has
identified systemic regulatory failings
in the Department of Agriculture and
recommended significant reforms.
Agriculture Minister David Littleproud
has committed to implement the
review’s 31 recommendations, which
will impact both sheep and cattle
exports.
‘Australians were appalled in April
when they saw footage of sheep dying
on voyages to the Middle East during
a shipment in August 2017, and further
angered at their assessment the report
of the incident did not match the
footage,’ Mr Littleproud said.
‘Today I reset the live export industry
to make it sustainable.’
The Minister announced the
planned appointment of an external,
independent Inspector General of
Live Animal Exports; a Principal
Regulatory Officer within the
Department to improve compliance
and its culture as regulator; an animal
welfare branch within the Department,
and the development of animal
welfare indicators to be used as part of
compliance systems.

Farmers’ Federation (NFF) and the
NFF Horticulture Council. With rural
industries becoming increasingly
reliant on foreign labour coming into
the summer harvest season, seasonal
workers play a vital role within the
food supply chain.
The changes to the Working Holiday
Visa Program and the Seasonal Worker
Program (SWP) ‘will make it easier
for farmers to source and retain the
workers they need’, NFF President
Fiona Simson said.
Under the reforms, working holiday
makers such as backpackers will have
the option of qualifying for a third
year visa by undertaking an extra six
months of regional work during their
second year.
Backpackers will be able to undertake
farm work in areas where labour is
deemed most required and have the
time of work with a single farmer
extended from six to 12 months, and
the age limit for working holiday
makers will also be extended from 30
to 35 years.
Changes to the SWP – which in 2017
brought 8000 workers from the Pacific
Islands and Timor Leste to Australia
for farm work – include extending
the visa from six to nine months
with employers’ out-of-pocket costs
reduced and farmers no longer needing
to provide evidence of skills shortages
in order to have international workers
on their property.

Farm worker visa reform

‘We also welcome a $1.5 million
investment in ensuring the Fair Farms
Initiative continues to be available
to horticulture and other agriculture
sectors,’ Ms Simson said. A further
$9.9 million will expand the scope and
reach of the Fair Work Ombudsman.

The Federal Government is amending
two schemes that bring temporary
farm workers into Australia after
concerted pressure from farm lobby
groups, including the National

Farm employers are encouraged
to register their vacancies with
the Harvest Labour Service on
1800 062 332 or at
www.jobsearch.gov.au/harvest.

2 www.agriculture.gov.au/moss-review
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Australian Farm Institute publications 2018

This year’s Farm Policy Journal topics
have covered the shift from precision
agriculture to ‘decision agriculture’,
autonomous farming, and farming tax
and regulation. The next edition (due
for release in December) will feature
the winner and runners-up of the John
Ralph Essay competition on society’s
role in determining the right to farm.
In the past 12 months the Institute
has released research reports on
The impacts of energy costs on the
Australian agriculture sector and
Enhancing private-sector investment in
agricultural R,D&E in Australia, and
will complete two major reports on
risk management and the reinvention
of agricultural statistics by the end of
the year.
For copies of AFI reports or
publications, go to:

• farminstitute.org.au/publications
• farminstitute.org.au/publications/
research_report/energy

• farminstitute.org.au/research-

program/research-reports.html

Risk management in Australian
agriculture (December 2018 release)
Platinum & Gold Corporate Partners

Risk is a fundamental feature of
Australian farming and agribusiness,
yet in many respects risk management
systems in Australian agriculture are
much less developed than is the case
in other nations. This project aims to
firstly develop a better understanding
of the nature of risk in subsectors
of Australian agriculture using
available data. The research will then
involve an analysis of the range of
different options that are available
to agricultural risk management,
including the adoption of different
business models. The advantages
and disadvantages of each will be
identified and analysed, based on a
combination of objective measures
(where available) and insights gained
from industry interviews.
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Farm Policy Journal

Tax and regulation
for farm business
sustainability

Corporate Partners

Reinventing Australian agricultural
statistics (February 2019 release)

There has been a progressive
degradation of the Australian
agricultural statistics system over recent
decades. In the absence of a robust
statistics system, Australian agriculture
faces a very real risk that government
policy decisions will be made that
have an adverse impact on the sector,
due to a lack of understanding of how
the sector is structured and operates.
The rapid growth in the amount of
digital information generated within
the agriculture sector that can be
economically collected and stored
potentially creates the opportunity to
either supplement or substitute current
ABS statistical data with existing
industry data, reducing costs and
compliance requirements on industry
participants. The research aims to
fully investigate the potential to
improve Australia’s current agricultural
statistics system through the use of
existing industry datasets, and to
identify potential issues that may arise
in response to proposals to use the
datasets in this way.

Taxation for the economy and agriculture
John Freebairn

Vol. 15 | No. 3 | Spring Quarter 2018

Insights has covered an extensive
range of topics this year, culminating
with this issue focused on drought
policy. Highlights have included
Agriculture Minister David Littleproud
and Shadow Minister Joel Fitzgibbon
discussing the key issues for the
sector in 2018; Kojonup farmer Rob
Egerton-Warburton writing on why
farmers must be involved in the animal
welfare policy environment; and Bruce
Finney’s discussion on collaboration
and innovation within rural research
and development.

Upcoming reports
Farm Policy Journal

Research reports, discussion papers,
newsletters and journals published by
the Institute aim to identify strategic
farm sector issues and promote
potential solutions to policy-makers
and agribusiness leaders.

Tax policy considerations for
Australian agriculture
Dale Miller and Amelia Shaw

Using FMDs to create sustainable
farm businesses
Brian D Wibberley

Does renewable energy sustain Australian
agriculture, or drive it offshore?
Geoff Carmody

Australia needs a feasible business model
for rural conservation
Paul Martin

© 2018 Australian Farm Institute
ISSN 1449–2210 (Print)
ISSN 1449–8812 (Web)

RESEARCH REPORT
The impacts of energy costs on
the Australian agriculture sector

August 2018
© 2018 Australian Farm Institute
ISBN 978-1-921808-43-2
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Farm Policy Journal

Is agriculture ready for autonomy?
The Future of Autonomous Dairies
Nicolas Lyons and Cameron Clark

FarmBeats: Automating Data Aggregation
Ranveer Chandra

Agricultural Robotics – What Can Go Wrong?
Tristan Perez

Legal Consequences of Autonomous Farming
Leanne Wiseman, Tina Cockburn and Jay Sanderson

Cognitive Factors that Affect the Adoption
of Autonomous Agriculture
S Kate Devitt

© 2018 Australian Farm Institute
ISSN 1449–2210 (Print)
ISSN 1449–8812 (Web)
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In the media
The Institute has been quoted on a range of issues recently,
including drought policy, energy price rises in the industry,
the adoption of agtech, social licence, agricultural insurance
and the National Drought Summit. For links to the articles,
visit our ‘AFI in the news’ web page under the ‘News &
Events’ dropdown menu.
In social media, the hashtag #AusAgRoundtable2018
trended in the top 10 on Australian Twitter during the
Australian Agriculture Roundtable ‘Evidence Meets
Emotion’ event on 16 October. The ‘Smoko’ video series
continues to feature AFI staff and key messages, and a
recent addition to the communications strategy has been a
regular e-newsletter (AFI Muster).
Recent Ag Forum blogs by Executive Director Richard
Heath have included:

•
•
•
•

Making the most of drought awareness
Glyphosate hysteria ramps up
Are you confident of your social licence?
Drought policy must adapt to a changing climate

•

National Farmers’ Federation National Congress 2018,
Canberra

The Institute held its annual Australian Agriculture
Roundtable Conference at the National Gallery of
Australia in Canberra. The event was attended by over
160 agribusiness professionals and featured discussions on
animal welfare, community trust, environmental policy,
agricultural statistics and the right to farm.

AFI Calendar
RESEARCH

Risk management in Australian Public release
agriculture
December 2018

RESEARCH

Reinventing Australian
agricultural statistics

Public release
February 2019

PUBLICATION

Farm Policy Journal
– vol. 15 no. 4

December 2018

HOLIDAY

AFI office closed

24 December 2018 –
2 January 2019 (inclusive)

PUBLICATION Insights – vol. 16 no. 1

February 2019

Read these blogs online via the ‘Ag Forum’ tab, also under
the ‘News & Events’ menu.

Out and about
 ecently the Institute’s Executive Director, Richard Heath,
R
has spoken at:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Australian Cotton Conference, Gold Coast
CSIRO AgCatalyst 2018, Melbourne
Grains Agronomy and Pathology Partnership Forum,
Sydney
Next Crop Forum, Yass
Department of Agriculture and Water Resources,
Canberra
2018 Marketing to the Rural Sector Australia, Sydney
US Embassy AgTech Innovation Day, Canberra
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